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A simple theory is developed which describes the fluctuation of
a sound signal due to the influence of a standing gravity wave in a
water-filled waveguide with idealized boundary conditions . The theory
predicts a strong resonance of the fluctuation if the wave length of the
surface wave is one-half of the acoustic wave length. The presence of
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1 ,1 ,1 waveguide dimensions
x y z
k acoustic wave number
k. acoustic propagation constant for the i direction
l
A = 2 IT /k acoustic wave length
(J frequency of the acoustic signal in radians/sec
c free-field acoustic phase speed
(p total acoustic velocity potential
Q)
,
acoustic velocity potential for the unperturbed case
£ perturbation constant
t time in sec
Q>( absorption coefficient of the cavity
G absorption coefficient for the z-direction
6 surface wave number
St frequency of surface wave in radians/sec
a surface wave amplitude
£ F(x,t) surface fluctuation
g acceleration due to gravity
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I. INTRODUCTION
The influence of surface waves on guided mode propagation has
been studied during the last 20 years. Particular attention was given
to the amplitude fluctuation of the acoustic signal as a function of
surface wave height and frequency spectra. J. A. Serimger [1] found
a linear relationship between surface wave height and amplitude
fluctuation of the acoustic signal. The linear coefficient increased
with acoustic frequency. Furthermore he observed a fairly good match
of the surface wave spectrum and the amplitude fluctuation spectrum.
For larger wave heights the latter is broadened due to the presence of
harmonics. R.A. D'Antonio and R. F. Hill [2] reported the same
phenomena and give wide-band phase modulation credit for broading of
the fluctuation spectrum, in particular for frequencies higher than those
contained in the surface wave spectrum. A. B. Wood [3] conducted
experiments in a tank and found the acoustic signal fluctuating at the
frequency of the surface waves. With increasing wave height he
observed a doubling of the fluctuation frequency. He believed that this
was caused by an appreciable change of effective depth of the water
above the transducer or by a peculiar reflection from the underside of
the water waves.
R.J. Urick [4] placed a transducer at the bottom of a 60 foot
deep water channel. Hydrophones were positioned 4300 feet away.

He observed two kinds of fluctuations of the acoustic signal: one was
related to the frequency of the prevailing swell, and the other occurred
at the tidal frequency. The relationship between amplitude fluctuation
and the surface wave frequency was also found by C . S. Clay [5], and
J. G. Clark and N. L. Weinberg [6]. P.J. Westervelt, H. Halpin, and
A. O. Williams [7] extended Scrimger's work theoretically and experi-
mentally. However, no explanation for the appearance of the harmonics
could be found.
O. S. Tonakanov [8] investigated phase and amplitude of the
signal as a function of wave height and of the distance between source
and receiver. A recent experiment was done to detect a resonance
effect of the amplitude fluctuation if the surface and acoustic wave
lengths were matched [9, 10]. This resonance, predicted by a simple
theory, could not be observed. A broad wind generated surface wave
spectrum and other effects which could not be controlled might have
masked the expected resonance.
The present work makes an attempt to prove the presence of this
resonance by expanding the resonance theory and simplifying the
experiment. A monochromatic surface wave is generated in a waveguide.
The frequency of the acoustic signal propagating in the waveguide is




A. THE NON -ABSORPTIVE CASE
A rectangular cavity of dimensions 1,1, and 1 is excited by a
x y z
sound source at x = . Let the cavity be acoustically terminated at
x = 1 in such a way that complete absorption of the incident acoustic
energy takes place. That changes the cavity into a close approximation
to an infinite waveguide. Let all other boundaries be pressure release.
The theoretical cavity
FIGURE 1
A well-known solution of the wave equation for the velocity potential
with these boundaries is
(jj = sivik^v styik32 cos (wt - k,x) (2.1)
For simplicity a unit amplitude is chosen. The k 's must satisfy
i
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Let the upper boundary be perturbed by a standing surface wave of the
form 0*. COioX CoSJIC
_
If we define a perturbation constant
£ = a/1 and a function
z
F(x,t) = - 1 cos o x cos ft t
z
we have boundaries at
2 - O
*.o( 2 r ^t 6 F(X,t) = ?2 (I - ECOS&X COS At) (2.2)
on which O -
x
Assume there exists a solution
$ - 9 V e*4^ (2.3)
where Q) , given by Eq. 2.1, is the solution without boundary
fluctuations, and the remaining terms are contributions due to the
fluctuating boundary.
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Evaluating Eg. 2.4 at z = 1 + 6 F(x,t) and collecting terms of equal
z











Furthermore/ since we have {£) - , then = O . The G) '
have to satisfy the wave equation separately since superposition
applies. We require £ Q) £ £ .If we have £ ^ (P
and £ C) <K 6 CD., , it is sufficient just to calculate Q . An
investigation of Q) is done in Appendix A.
From Eq . 2.1 and Eq . 2.5 we obtain
d) - k, l z £i» k 3 V coi(6jt - k,x) cos iV C05 Jit (2.7)
Eq. 2.7 can be decomposed into four traveling waves of frequencies
U t. Sh and wave numbers K,t & . Each of these must be multiplied
by some function of z such that each term satisfies the wave equation
[9, 10]. This leads to the solution




where G(/) = ~ 4Z k 3 Sl*k 2 y
and ^ „ (____) _ (k|4 y) _ kj
Since W //XL , it is sufficient to approximate CJ=U*J^in the
expressions for the u« C and we obtain
/ \ X
. u . . [. 1 Kit i_L ] /o * \
a-*- *» i- ~ ;:\v r (^
With these approximations, and definition of
r = HH^L i = , 2 .
the solution of 3? simplifies to
u 2
6 = Gcy)C cos At t«[(wt-lc 1x) + »] (a.»0
--
"5-




Then the complete solution is
(j) = Sihl^y smU3z COS (wt - U,x)
4 E G[y) C cos ( ^ - '•*>* + 2> ) t^ -^ •
To simplify further one can measure the potential at an antinode
of the surface wave and obtain
I 1
In the following discussion the acoustic wave will be restricted to the
lowest propagating mode. Effects of higher modes will be discussed
briefly in Appendix B
.
The second term of Eq . 2.12 incorporates a fluctuation of the
velocity potential with the frequency of the surface wave - M , and an
r
n
amplitude which is a function of the surface wave amplitude c \ z , the
water depth - z , the receiver depth z, and a peculiar relation of the
propagation constants contained in u. , and u • If one holds the wave
height E-f and frequency K of the surface wave constant, the interesting
term of the solution is >_ , •+ -> 2 which will be investigated as a function
of \<; (which itself is a function only of (*! if kj kj , and the speed
of sound remain constant) . To show the behavior of 5
,
as a function
of U./fc , let us rewrite u
t
, in the form ^ ~ \\^ n
/
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Consider h as a parameter which can be real or imaginary. If one
plots k / & versus k 1/ Y for fixed values of h a family of parabolas
is generated according to the formula
Some of these parabolas are shown in Figure 2 as dotted lines . If h. is
real (and since neither k / Jf imaginary nor k /Z negative makes
sense), we have h . \ 1 for all k ./)£ } 0. This implies
sin u .1 \ sin k~l , and hence s. is bounded. If h. is zero s. has
/ 1 z
N 3 z 1 1 1
the limit z/l . If h is imaginary s
n
approaches zero as M..I goes to
z 1 1 i . m
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s and its derivative are continuous at h. =0. Figure 3 shows sketches
of s, at z = 1 /2 for three different k /£' . If one restricts the
1 z 3
parameters k /£ and k / &" in such a way that they lie in the shaded
J- O
area of Figure 2, s becomes much larger than s in the vicinity of
resonance. This restriction will be assumed for all further discussions
and the experiment .
The critical term in Eq. 2.12 is s . Let ,u - k h then,
Z j Z 6 Z
like for s, ^
* J v^ - I












there exist an infinite number of h 's such that sink.h_l = sin U A =0
2 3 2 z / 2 z
for h~ = 1,2,3. . . which implies that s has singularities for all integers
h provided the numerator does not equal zero. The lowest singularity
or fundamental resonance occurs when h =1 or 2k = £ and shows as a
straight line in Figure 2. In general resonances occur when





Note that the fundamental resonance does not depend on k /# while
the higher ones do. For h =0, s^ becomes z/1 . For h. imaginary s„
A A z 2 2
is a quotient of hyperbolic functions and is always less than one.
S,=
s and its derivative are continuous at h =0 . Figure 4 shows sketches






at z = 1 as functions of k./c for different values of k„/2f
z 1 3
Since the obtained solution has an infinite number of resonances of
unlimited amplitudes, the requirement £
.
,
K 5 (D is violated,
n+1 ^ n
and hence the solution is not valid in the vicinity of these resonances.
However, the existence of resonances occurring at certain configurations
of the propagation constants of acoustic and surface wave, receiver
and channel depth can be deduced. A solution taking damping into

































































B. THE ABSORPTIVE CASE
To obtain a satisfactory solution in the vicinity of resonance, a
lossy wave equation has to be found and solved. We will restrict this
discussion to the fundamental resonance. We try an ad hoc differential
equation [10]
OCXc *$
_^ - ^firr = D (2.14)
The absorption coefficient must be obtained empirically for the experi-
mental system since there will be loss mechanisms at the boundaries
in addition to the usual viscous mechanism important in the fluid itself.
Since the losses at the boundaries can be considered to lead to an
attenuation of the signal as if they were distributed throughout the bulk
of the fluid, assumption of Eq. 2 . 14 should not lead to any serious
errors . It can be shown that
c«s(u, J *)* i'VrfaY COi |>- 7'K - uz]e
-t-z
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Let us apply Eq. 2 . 14 to our system with the boundary conditions 2.2.
We assume a solution of the form r>._
where ' is some constant. With the help of Eq. 2.7 and proceed as in
Part A, the solution of Eq . 2 . 14 can be written as
$ 8 GfV) GO^trR.t^Cosfwt^Xj** © E ^)J [2. IS)
The first expression of Eq. 2.15 in brackets can be neglected according
to the restriction of the parameters and j^ /& made in Part A.
A typical ratio of •'". . / K
(
was computed as 100 in the vicinity of
resonance. Since 6 *> and p, [., are both much less than one, \\ -, [v.)
can be approximated as
1 l * \ I (p \i In
which at resonance and for 2 : \ -> . . reduces to
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The total solution of the problem can be written as
To simplify Eq. 2.16 let y- ^y/2 and 2- t2 /2. Then Q becomes
wUn O i*l**2 ^(A/y^,Sli ,
0- <9, (**/?) * £*
;
\ + C to S 9
Since we deal with just one acoustic frequency and a monochromatic
surface wave the phase angle c of the signal is not important.
Eq. 2.17 is equivalent to a phasor diagram (Figure 6). The phasor
is attached with its end to the tip of the phasor of the undisturbed
signal of magnitude one. The magnitude of C ; representing the
amplitude £ '7 • , oscillates between A and B at angular frequency Jf„
The difference of R
I
and [0B| is the peak to peak amplitude of
the fluctuation. The amplitude of ._ varies as a function of 3-, •
The tip of C generates an "eight" -shaped curve. The orientation of
this curve depends upon OX . The special cases &V - and ; V; *r-
correspond to surface wave antinode and node respectively. Note that
when I- - becomes perpendicular to the phasor of the unperturbed
signal there is a sudden drop of the fluctuation amplitude. For the
















is no such drop. It can be seen that the fluctuations are periodic and
become more sinusoidal as C approaches the direction of the phasor
of the unperturbed signal. Furthermore, under this condition the





The object was to investigate the amplitude fluctuation of the
signal as a function of \*,fX . Special interest was to be given to the
existence of the predicted resonances, their amplitudes, and the width
of the resonance curves .
A 19.7 x 7 x 10 inch tank was chosen for the experiment. The
walls consisted of 1 inch thick styrofoam which, against water,
approximated pressure release boundaries. The tank was filled with
water up to a height of 7 inches so that the water layer had a square
cross section 7 inches on a side. The lowest propagating mode had a
cut-off frequency of 5.89 ' - . The cut-off for the next higher mode
was 7 .2 UH'Z •
At one end of the tank a plane electrostatic source polarized with
a 300V battery was used to excite the waveguide. The active face of
the source was 3 inches square. At the other end of the waveguide
absorbent rubber wedges were arranged to prevent reflection of the
incident acoustic waves. The signal generator was operated in the
tone-burst mode to generate a sequence of short acoustical pulses
containing about sixteen cycles of the carrier frequency, and the wedges
shifted until the returning echo was minimized. The standing wave ratio
of the waveguide was reduced to about 1.1, representing a pressure
25

reflection coefficient at this end of the waveguide of about -0.09. At
this same end a surface wave generator was installed. The generator
consisted of a DC speed reducer motor controlled in rpm by an SCR
power supply. The motor drove an adjustable cam which in turn drove
a 4 x 6 inch paddle floating on the surface of the water. The paddle
consisted of an upper layer of plywood glued on a layer of rubber foam
to ensure pressure release conditions. A mechanical counter was
connected to the cam to measure the frequency of the surface waves.
To detect the wave amplitude, a thin stiff non-insulated wire was
attached to a vertically movable sled which could slide on a vernier
scale. The sled was connected electrically in series with a 1.5V battery,
a microammeter, and the water (Figure 7). After the waveguide was
excited by a standing surface wave pattern the wave height probe was
shifted to an antinode and the wire carefully lowered down until the
meter just started to deflect. The vernier scale reading was recorded.
Then the wave generator was switched off, and the surface allowed to
calm. Again the wire was lowered down until deflection of the meter
just occurred. The scale was read, and the difference of the readings
was the desired wave height.
The acoustic probe was a non-commercial one and had a
cylinder of 1/8 inch diameter and 1/8 inch height as the active element
(Figure 8) . The probe was attached to a sled which was moveable in
the x-direction. The active tip was positioned at the center of the
26
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cross-section of the water layer. The detected signal was amplified
60 db, fed through a 1/10 - octave band filter, and displayed on a
CRO. In some runs a wave analyser with bandwidth of 7 HZ was used
instead of the 1/10 - octave band filter.
The acoustic probe will measure the acoustic pressure rather than
the velocity potential $ . However, since p - - p ^j£ - - <-Uf> CP .
the only distinction between p and 'J is a constant of proportionality
- luj> which corresponds to a phase shift in time of ~ between
pressure and potential. Since we are concerned with the relative phase
r t
between <p anc* O
. ,
which will be the same as that between the
associated pressure: P and p, , we can ignore the distinction between
pressure and potential in comparing experiment and theory. Alternatively,
the relevant expressions for acoustic pressure can be obtained simply
by operating on with - P
J }t
B. PROCEDURE
The experiment was restricted to an investigation of the funda-
mental resonance, since obtaining the conditions for the higher ones
required either high frequencies which allowed more than one mode to
propagate or surface waves longer than the available tank. A standing
surface-wave pattern was generated and the frequency and wave height
recorded. The wave length L was measured by taking the distance
between three crests and averaging. Furthermore the wave length was
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and calculated wave length agreed to within + 5%. They ranged from
25 to 45 cm. The sound source was driven at frequencies from 5.9 to
6.5 UWz. in steps of 50 H2 . In the vicinity of the expected resonance
the steps were decreased to 5 (-1? . The probe was positioned beneath
either a surface wave antinode or node. The amplitude fluctuations
and the average amplitudes were read from the scope and recorded.
The frequency and height of the surface waves were surveyed throughout
the run. Measurement of A « was accomplished, after the surface
had been allowed to calm, by the following method: The CRO was
triggered by the driving voltage of the source. Then the probe was
moved along the x-axis of the waveguide until the wave front on the
scope had shifted one wave length. The distance the probe was moved
was then the wave length in the x-direction ( \ v ).
The effective absorption coefficient Ot. of the system was obtained
by removing the terminating rubber wedges and tuning the source to
generate a standing acoustic wave. The removal of the terminating
wedges allowed the standing wave to interact with the boundary at X : ty •
Since this boundary was much smaller than the others, the o< determined
for the cavity should be very similar to the actual attenuation coefficient
for the traveling wave with the wedges in place. The frequency difference
between the two half-power points was divided into the resonance
frequency to calculate the ^< of the closed cavity. This frequency
was chosen close to the fluctuation resonance. The measured 0. S
were between 120 and 260 depending on whether the tank contained
32

fresh tap water or water which had been in the tank for several days
during which the water could degas.
C. ERROR ANALYSIS
The amplitude of the fluctuation term of Eq. 2.16 at resonance
n
and as observed at "2 = L 2 can be written as
The error in calculating •'.
, / Irt can be neglected. The perturbation
constant £ which is the ratio of wave height over waveguide depth
depends on how exactly the wave height could be determined. The
vernier scale of the wave height probe could be read to a precision of
0.05 mm. Several readings were taken at a calm water surface, as
described in Section III. A, to check how well the data could be re-
produced. The check resulted in a standard deviation of 0.12 mm. The
applied wave amplitudes were on the average 1.1 mm. This yields an
uncertainty in £ of about + 10%. The quality factor '.A. could be
obtained to an estimated accuracy of about + 15%. Thus, the calculated
value of r. ;r has an uncertainty of + 25%. The observed values of
j\p on the CRO bring in another uncertainty of + 10% which gives
a total possible uncertainty of about + 35% between the calculated and
measured amplitudes. Determination of the values of K, /£ which
correspond to the fluctuation amplitudes caused some problems. A*
measured as indicated in III. B and calculated from the formulae
)\.^ 2.7T / ',' and .' k - W, ' -', showed differences of 10%.
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An explanation may be the fact that the width -ly was not constant
throughout the waveguide due to weak construction of the tank. Further-
more, the styrofoam walls may have absorbed some water which changed
the assumed boundary conditions of pressure release. The measurements
of Ax and were accurate up to + 5% each. The surface wave
frequency TL was sufficiently constant. Maximum changes of 1.5%
were recorded. The wave height changed +_ 0. 1 mm. during one run.
However, to obtain the theoretical curves of the fluctuations using a
computer program, the wave height was averaged and assumed constant.
Figure 10 shows a plot of fluctuation amplitude versus wave height at
a frequency away from resonance. The fairly good linearity of the data




IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The results delivered by the theory are
a. There exist an infinite number of resonance conditions for
the modulation of the acoustic signal. A major or fundamental resonance
occurs when the surface wave length is one-half of the acoustic wave
length in the x-direction. The damping coefficient of these resonances
may tend to increase with frequency. If the pressure is measured close
to a surface wave antinode there is a sharp dip in the fluctuation
amplitude close to resonance.
b. The acoustic signal fluctuates at the frequency of the
surface waves unless the phasor \_ in Figure 6 is perpendicular to the
phasor of the undisturbed signal. In this case the acoustic fluctuations
become small and occur at twice the frequency of the surface waves.
c. If the surface wave height is increased harmonics of the
surface wave frequency will occur.
d. If the phase angle of Eq. 2 . 17 is in the vicinity of
180 degrees, the signal fluctuates approximately sinusoidal and the
fluctuation amplitude increases almost linearly with wave height of
the surface wave until higher harmonics, as mentioned in c show up.
Several data were taken to verify these statements. Figure 10
shows a plot of fluctuation amplitude, denoted by A A / ft , versus





and presents fairly good linearity. Figures 11, 12,
13 and 14 reveal the presence of the fundamental resonance at k,/^- OS
.
Figures 11, 12 and 13 which show plots of the fluctuation amplitude
at a surface wave antinode indicate clearly the predicted dipping of the
resonance curve at k, ( t = ^-- . This dipping does not occur in Figure
14 since the probe was positioned at a surface wave node —i.e.,
was equal to K at resonance. The dashed lines represent the
theoretical resonance curves obtained from a computer program written
to calculate the amplitude of Eq . 2.17.
In Figure 13 where the theoretical curves for antinode and node
position of the probe are drawn one peak, is much higher than the other
one. An explanation may be that the probe was positioned slightly off
an antinode. To show the occurrence of harmonics introduced by higher
perturbation orders if the wave height is increased, two photographs
(Figures 15a and 15b) of the modulation were taken for two different
wave heights. The probe was placed at a surface wave antinode, and
the acoustic signal was tuned to one of the resonance peaks. Figure 15a
was obtained at a wave amplitude of 5 . 6 mm. corresponding to an
of 0.03. The superposition of the first and second harmonics can easily
be seen. Higher harmonics which might have been present were filtered
out since a narrow band-pass filter was used. (The bandwidth was 7 HZ,
and the center frequency was U) . The surface wave frequency was
about 1.8 HZ. Thus the third harmonic had frequency components
36

(J + 5.4 HZ which were beyond the edges of the passband.) The
band-pass filter had to be used occasionally due to the presence of
broad-band noise. For Figure 15b the wave amplitude was reduced to
1.4 mm. or £ = 0.008. The modulation is almost monochromatic
( & was about 135°) .
The obtained data are semi-quantitatively consistent with the
theory. The presence of the fundamental resonance at W, /tf = 0S, the
dip of the resonance curve if 9- IS.
, the appearance of the second
harmonic, and the almost linear relationship between fluctuation
amplitude and surface wave height can easily be seen. The wider and
lower resonance curves obtained experimentally cannot be explained.
Probable causes are:
1 . The applied wave height might have been too large which
violated the requirements for this perturbation theory to be sufficiently
precise. £ O
?
was of the order of . 2 O, . The use of smaller
wave heights, however, caused problems in observing the fluctuations
and measuring the wave amplitudes.
2. The unperturbed acoustic signal and surface wave were
taken to be undamped.
3 . The surface waves did not establish perfect standing wave




No attempt was made, to obtain plots for higher resonances,
since increasing the frequency allowed higher modes to propagate. The
fluctuation terms of the different modes cannot simply be added because
complicated phase terms come into being. The existence of these higher
resonances was observed qualitatively.
The theory of the present paper explains the broadening effect of
the modulation spectrum as it was observed by Scrimger [1] and
D' Antonio [2]. An increase in c requires taking more terms of
Eq. 2.3 into account which introduces harmonics of the modulation
frequency as pointed out in Appendix A. If one were to apply this
theory to shallow water in the ocean the statistics of the sea surface
would have to be tied into the boundary conditions. The reflection
coefficient of the ocean bottom, changes in water depth and sound
velocity gradient would complicate the problem tremendously. However,
one can suspect that the surface wave spectrum will resemble in shape
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A BRIEF DISCUSSION OF f>
If one drops the restriction Q ^ (( t f , but keeps
^YA^Jand 6 J H« 1 V^ one has to consider Q 3 .
© can be obtained using Eq. 1, '-;
,
and Eq. ~. S and neglecting
S since 5^ ''J, close to resonance
6^ c toi [u,i -(V,-* Of]
+ cost wMVS)>0
V t«il(u4 IJ^) 1 - [K-0/1
V Ure C- TI £ ^^ /*» cW* f
Taking CD \ n at an antinode of the surface wave one obtains
Without solving for CD the following facts can be noticed. The
fluctuation now occurs at twice the surface wave frequency. If one
increases the wave height, one has to consider '.' o> etc. which





Allowing higher modes than the lowest one to propagate introduces
more resonances
. Let the ei^e*. values k3>, be defined by -*TT / /






, where >»\ and v*
are integers and /W\ <**> . For 5^ we have an infinite number of
resonances if ',- - v,~
. ]_ , where t*\ and vi are integers. Taking all
higher modes into account the potential can be written as
a J , s 6( Yk C„ C,-, At Mj[t"*-V) J &, ]
Gcy/v» a°d Ch can be obtained by setting <\- K.,^ and U^- ^-^in
Q.^y)and C of Eq. 2.U . The coefficients A* can be determined
from the source configuration and the boundaries using Fourier analysis
If the water surface is disturbed by surface waves of more than one
(
frequency, the fluctuation terms . having different phase angles





Let a cavity of dimensions {.*, \y , \ z have a potential of
X jo^* at ^* ^ an(^ zero at Z" v 2 • Assume a solution of
Eq. 2
.
14 of the form
.
,
-. . s v,-> , j >, V> *>
Substituting this solution into Eq. 2.14 yields
to
From the boundary conditions one obtains
A» -3
, A I i $. ^—^ _J_\
U
2 ((ti^Tc >^M* + siVkjfz)
^
where vi ( 7 is assumed to be much smaller than one. K3 can be
expanded as
where /-ir is Kg at resonance, CJ r the resonance radian frequency
and & U) the deviation of radian frequency from resonance. For
resonance let ol^^-jr ',, - , ^°^> ^jr "z~ ' / and let ACJ be
denoted by &(Jo Then 3 is given by b)r fl£Oo . The
amplitude at resonance can be approximated by
\*l d>, 1**
and the amplitude at the one-half power points as
47
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